
Drama PLG

Implement the use of Blogs in senior classes as an 
interactive way to develop creative drama work 

based around the needs of Priority Learners.



Strategies developed to facilitate 
priority learners success

My priority learners were LEAP identified and 
areas of concern included written work and 

processing.

Strategy:

Written evidence presented through a group 
Blog



Context: Devising Drama
Developing dramatic work created from scratch, non-scripted

To achieve students must show the process they 
went through in developing the dramatic work, 
this is assessed in three ways:

- Teacher monitoring in the classroom

- Teacher/student conferencing

- Written journals



Journal Work

• In the past:
– Journals and research completed in portfolio or book 

format
– Collected in weekly by the teacher

• Drawbacks:
– Students lost out on time while the teacher had their 

books
– Waste of printing money and paper
– Time consuming when completing group work, students 

having to write a combined group statement in their 
individual books

– Large marking load for teacher



Rationale

• A medium where the students and the 
teacher can track the process of devised work.

• An interactive way to collect and collate 
information, research and develop creative 
drama work

• A method that reflects the real life theatre 
world/profession, where actors can reflect 
critically on their own processes and 
document theatrical development.



Blogs

• As a department we decided 
to use weebly.com

• A period was used to instruct 
and help the girls set up the 
blogs

• URL’s were posted up onto the 
class facebook pages

• Students were issued with Blog 
instructions as part of the 
assessment task

• Groups were asked to have at 
least one device per group in 
class every lesson



Blog links

• http://devising.weebly.com/

• http://whatistherealtruth.weebly.com/

• http://superdevisinggroup.weebly.com/

http://devising.weebly.com/
http://whatistherealtruth.weebly.com/
http://superdevisinggroup.weebly.com/


Staff Reflections
• Access to student work without having to collect in books
• All of their information is in one place
• Allowed to us to identify when a student was or was not 

contributing to group work in a current and up to date 
manner

• Catering to different learning styles, intertextuality in their 
understanding and reflection on the work they are 
physically doing in class. This was especially relevant to my 
priority learners, as they could express their thoughts 
through a medium that worked for them:
– Visual
– Audio
– Still images/videos
– Web links



Student Reflections

• “Blogging allowed us to keep an immediate 
and organic discussion with our group and 
allowed us space to develop our ideas out of 
class.”

• “Our ideas were constantly fresh and 
updated.”

• “Allowed us to keep track of ideas as they 
struck instead of being constrained to just 
class time – our creativity doesn’t necessarily 
strike within our allotted timetabled class.”



Overall Outcomes

Results:

What worked for the priority learners had a major 
impact on the success rate of the entire cohort.

Overall outcomes:

- Interweaved the Key Competency of Managing Self

- Encouraged critical and creative performance

- Ownership of who they are and what they have to offer

- Created strong relationships between students

- Students valued Drama for its ability to communicate 
social, historical and political perspectives on an idea 
or issue




